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NOTE ON CICERO AD ATTICVM 2. 12.
NEGENT illi Publium plebeium factum esse ? Hoc uero regnum est et ferri
nullo pacto potest. Emittat ad me Publius qui obsignent; iurabo Gnaeum nos-
trum, conlegam Balbi, Anti mihi narrasse se in auspicio fuisse.
The letter which opens with this outburst of mock indignation over the treat-
ment of Clodius by the ' triumvirs ' was written by Cicero on the nineteenth of April,
59 B.C., at Tres Tabernae, where he arrived in the afternoon, having left Antium
in the morning. From the letters of the Atticus correspondence that immediately
precede this one (2. 2-9) it appears that Cicero and Atticus were both at Rome
from the beginning of the year until some time in the first half of April, when
Cicero went to Antium. The word Anti, therefore, in the passage quoted above,
requires us to suppose that the interview with Pompey to which Cicero refers took
place at Antium about the middle of April. In the light of other evidence—mostly
negative, to be sure, but I think convincing—this supposition is highly improbable,
both as regards the place and the time of the interview.
In the first place, if the interview had occurred at Antium, nothing can be more
certain than that Cicero would have written Atticus a full account of it at once, and
he most likely would have alluded to so interesting an occurrence in other letters
besides. The letters from Antium are six in number {ad Att. 2.4-9), and, consider-
ing the shortness of Cicero's stay, the security of communication with Rome, and
Atticus' methodical care in preserving his friend's letters, we have no good ground
to doubt that the set is complete. But there is not the slightest allusion in any
part of it to a meeting with Pompey at Antium.
In regard to the time of the interview our evidence is not complete, but it points
pretty surely to a date much earlier than April. The adoption of Clodius took
place on the same day on which Cicero spoke in defence of Antonius, his former
colleague {de Domo 41), which was in January, if the trial of Antonius was held at
the appointed time (see ad Att. 2. 2. 3). At any rate Cicero was in the city at the
time of the adoption, and being on friendly, not to say intimate, terms with Pompey,
must have talked the matter over with him more than once. And Pompey's atti-
tude in this case was not one of evasion, but of responsibility: he undertook to
keep Clodius from attacking Cicero {ad Att. 2. 9. 1). This was an attitude calling
for frankness, and we must conclude, I think, that it was at this time and not two
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or three months later at Antium, that he gave Cicero an account of the ceremony
and of his own part therein.
How then did Anti get into our text? The explanation lies close under the
surface. The Balbus on the Campanian land-commission was, Suetonius informs
us {Aug. 4), M. Atius Balbus, the grandfather of Augustus ; and what Cicero wrote
here was Balbi Ati, in accordance with his usual practice of putting the cognomen
first, when omitting thepraenomen ; cf. Balbi Corneli, ad Att. 8. 15. 3. Atius Bal-
bus was of noble birth, he was brother-in-law of Caesar and a near kinsman of
Pompey, and he had attained the praetorship. What personal shortcomings made
him a target for Cicero's sarcasm we do not know, but whatever they were, they
only emphasized the inappropriateness of calling him simply' Balbus,' without further
designation to distinguish him from the two other possessors of the name who were
prominent at this time.
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